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Book before 

4 June 2004 to

receive your special

offer!   

Come and listen to practitioners
from the following organisations:

Hoffmann-La Roche

MG Rover Group

Airbus

Centrica

World Health Organisation

Reuters

Pfizer

Abbey

Npower

Department for Work and
Pensions

With expert contributions from:

Former Website Solutions
Director, Cable & Wireless

Analyst, Ovum

Chaired by:

Sanjay Morzaria, Intranet
Manager, AXA

Case study presentations will help you find
out how to:

•  Decide whether ECM is the right solution for your

organisation’s CM requirements

•  Carry out a content audit in order to analyse and

qualify what content you want to manage

•  Identify and implement the various checkpoints of an

ECM project on schedule and within budget

•  Decide who should have responsibility for content

governance once your ECMS is in place

•  Migrate a vast amount of content from several

repositories to a central location as seamlessly as

possible



The end of the last decade saw an unprecedented and uncontrolled rise in the volume of
content within organisations. The organic growth of this content led to several different
repositories, strategies and policies being in operation.  The cost of keeping these in full
working order, not to mention the amount of content creators, editors and training
support required to do so has led to a chaotic state of affairs.  Added to the increasing
need to create and provide even more content even more efficiently to customers,
suppliers, staff and stakeholders, it is no wonder that most businesses are crying out for
a unified approach to their content management which is capable of functioning across
the whole enterprise.  

Many organisations are now exploring the possibility of managing their content with a
single view, through Enterprise Content Management (ECM).  The task itself is an
overwhelming one and ei magazine’s research into this subject confirmed this as the
principal reason for most people not yet having implemented an ECM strategy into their
own organisation.  

This conference is designed as a step-by-step approach to enterprise-wide content
management.  It will provide you with a comprehensive view of the various checkpoints
enabling you to improve the way your whole organisation manages information.

08.30 Registration and refreshments

09.00 Chairman’s opening remarks
Sanjay Morzaria, Intranet Manager, AXA

STEP-BY-STEP APPROACH: SESSION ONE
� Examine why an integrated approach to content

management is now more crucial than ever
� Justify the initial expenditure through proving the 

long-term benefits
� How do you know where and when to start on ECM

implementation?

09.15 UNDERSTANDING THE ECM MARKET
• What are the market-drivers for ECM?
• What solutions exist and to what extent do their

offerings respond to the drivers?
• Examining the market history
• Projections for the market's future
• Implications for users choosing ECM technologies
Sarah Kittmer, Analyst, Ovum

10.00 PROVING THE BUSINESS CASE FOR ECM
• Proving this is the optimal way to manage your

content
• Getting to the point where the benefits of carrying out

the project outweigh your organisation’s immediate
needs

• Comparing an ECM strategy to your existing CM
strategy 

• Learning from your previous mistakes
• Which departments will benefit most from this

integrated approach?
Chris Shilling, Global Project Manager, Pfizer

10.45 Morning coffee break

11.15   HOW TO MAKE A START ON ECM IMPLEMENTATION
• What is possible in terms of timing and ROI?
• How did MG Rover remain cash-positive?
• How MG Rover in-sourced their Internet in seven

months, including redesign
• The benefits of a distributed contribution model and

E N T E R P R I S
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Intranets, extranets, portals, websites, emails, documents,
records… 



developing a single architecture
• Pitfalls and learning points: what you need to watch

out for
Jonathan Downes, e-Business Project Manager, MG
Rover Group

STEP-BY-STEP APPROACH: SESSION TWO 
� Understanding as much as you can about your content:

examining its lifecycle and planning your workflow around
it

� Knowing how much content you have, how it is currently
being used, determining what content is dispensable and
identifying content gaps

� Examining the technical constraints within your
organisation and choosing an ECMS that is right for you

12.00 EXAMINING THE CONTENT LIFECYCLE
• How much do you know about your content’s

evolutionary journey?
• What lifecycle does your content go through and how

does this affect the way you manage it?
• How can you break that lifecycle up into manageable

stages?
• Ensuring your internal and external content is

synchronised
• How will understanding your content’s lifecycle help

you to plan an effective workflow? 
Peter Greenfield, On-line Channels Manager, Abbey

12.45 Networking lunch break

14.00 ANALYSING AND QUALIFYING CONTENT FOR
PREPARING AN ECM APPROACH
• How to ensure a proper content identification within

your organisation
• Helping your organisation to analyse its content
• A pragmatic methodology around content qualification
• ECM approach through one media

Vincent Leblond, Content Manager Project Leader,
Airbus

14.45 CARRYING OUT A CONTENT AUDIT 
• What made the audit necessary?
• What were the steps we took before deciding on

ECM?
• What were we trying to accomplish?
• How much of your content actually needs to be

managed?
• Evaluating the existing usage of your content
After the coffee break, Lynda will be running an
interactive session which will demonstrate how you use
the results of your content audit to decide which
technology you should adopt
Lynda Rathbone, Formerly Website Solutions Director,
Cable & Wireless

15.15 Afternoon coffee break

15.45 INTERACTIVE SESSION: DECIDING WHICH TECHNOLOGY
TO CHOOSE
• How can the outcome of your content audit help you

make a decision about which technology you adopt?
• The bespoke versus the commercial debate
• Picking the technology: how different is it choosing an

enterprise-wide CMS as opposed to a localised CMS?
• Weighing up your organisation’s needs with its

technical constraints
• Taking into consideration how much money you want

to spend and how comprehensive you want your
ECMS to be

Lynda Rathbone, Formerly Website Solutions Director,
Cable & Wireless

16.45 Chairman’s summation

17.00 Close of day one

08.45 Re-registration and refreshments

09.15 Chairman’s opening remarks
Sanjay Morzaria, Intranet Manager, AXA

STEP-BY-STEP APPROACH: SESSION THREE
� Making sure you get the planning right, first time
� Discuss in which cases several CMSs are preferable to

one ECM 
� Lessen the impact of internal resistance and deal head-on

with the cultural change which will take place

09.30 MINIMISING THE CHAOS THROUGH EXCEPTIONAL
PLANNING
• Planning for change and defining your enterprise

content management strategy
• How manageable is your existing CMS and how will

an ECMS change the way your content is managed?
• Being clear in your goals and communicating them to

the rest of the organisation for added clarity
• Understanding the organisational, cultural and

technical barriers before you embark on your project
• Outlining the various stages and "checkpoints" of the

E  C O N T E N T  M
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DAY TWO: TUESDAY 13 JULY 2004



ECM project process
Mark Jaroski, CM Software Developer, World Health
Organisation

10.15 Morning coffee break

10.45   PANEL DISCUSSION: IS ECM RIGHT FOR YOU?
Examining the concept of sensitive or customer-driven
information and discussing the consequences of migrating
all types of content over to an ECM system.
This discussion is designed as a best practice session.
The speakers from the two days will offer practical tips on
how to decide whether or not to go down the ECM route
and how they reached their conclusion. The audience are
encouraged to make the most of the experts on hand, so
be prepared to take part!
Do you really want to go down the ECM route? 
In which case would several CMSs be preferable?

11.30 MINIMISING THE DAMAGE DURING THE TRANSITION
PERIOD
• What level of resistance can you expect from a project

of this nature?
• Is your organisation really ready for such a big cultural

change?
• How do you implement an ECM system and keep it

going when people aren’t willing to change?
• How do you get your employees to think in terms of

enterprise content rather than localised content?
Bernie Bowker, Intranet Design Manager, Department
for Work and Pensions

12.15   Networking lunch break

STEP-BY-STEP APPROACH: SESSION FOUR
� Making sure you migrate the right content in the right way
� Getting your ECM strategy right first time
� Going beyond your pure taxonomy and making sure its

application favours all content channels

13.30 HOW DO YOU MIGRATE ALL OF YOUR CONTENT FROM
SEVERAL CM SYSTEMS TO YOUR ECMS?
• First things first: de-duping your existing content 
• Minimising the risk of information overload: deciding

which content is important to your business
• Is your existing content really as good as it could be?
• To what degree is your content already being

managed and how will this define the level of
management you will need once you’ve migrated it?

Michelle Leclercq, Global Portal Manager, Centrica

14.15 GETTING YOUR CONTENT MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
JUST RIGHT 
• When you need a CMS and when you don't
• Publishing & managing content: the difficulties

involved
• Delivering what is needed to your publishers and

users rapidly
• Is standardisation of a CMS across the whole

enterprise always a good thing?
• Dos and don'ts: training your publishers and users
Michel Gelbart, Head of Corporate Web Office, Reuters

15.00   Afternoon coffee break

15.30 DEVELOPING AND IMPLEMENTING A PRODUCT
INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE FOR PHARMA
• Developing a consistent set of information categories

and sub-categories for all pharmaceutical products
within Hoffmann-La Roche

• Organising the information accordingly for maximum
efficiency

• Implementing a product information delivery platform
via intranet web portals 

• Supporting product development and marketing
processes and portfolio decision-making via product
information portals

Stephan Laage, Global Head, Lifecycle Management
Systems, Hoffmann-La Roche

STEP BY STEP APPROACH: SESSION FIVE
� Making sure different departments’ content schedules and

requirements don’t overlap

16.15 WHO SHOULD OWN AND GOVERN THE CONTENT FOR
ECM?
• How feasible is it to have one person responsible for

ECM?
• The dreaded centralisation/decentralisation question:

how much of the content do you control and how
much do you let go of/allow on a distributed
authorship system? 

• Deciding who should have publishing rights, who
should be a vetter and who should be an authoriser

Robert Webb, Intranet Manager Shared Services,
Npower

17.00   Chairman’s closing remarks

17.15  Close of conference

A N A G E M E N T
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FACILITATORS:

Józefa Fawcett and David Simmonds are Founding Directors of KnowledgeWorx Ltd, a new privately owned company that
provides knowledge tools for business. Between them they have over 50 years’ experience in the fields of learning,
knowledge management and organisational development across public, private and voluntary sectors. Józefa is a Member of
the Chartered Institute of Personnel & Development (CIPD) and the Institute of Leadership & Management (ILM), and is a
regular speaker for ARK, presenting and chairing workshops and conferences on Knowledge Management, Shared Services
and eLearning. David is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Personnel & Development (CIPD) and Institute of Training &
Organisational Learning (ITOL); he is currently a Principal Lecturer for the University of Westminster and has worked in a
variety of settings and contexts including pharmaceutical, airline, distribution, manufacturing, financial services, construction
and IT industries.

AIM:
This ‘SWAPSHOP’ has been running now for three years with feedback from participants providing evidence as to the usefulness
and popularity of this event. It gives you the opportunity to reflect upon the key learning from the conference, participate in
knowledge-sharing with fellow professionals and in so doing make sense of how to progress ideas when back in your own
organisation. It is of most use to those who are willing and prepared to engage in meaningful discussions and network with
others. This ‘facilitated open-space’ provides you with a wealth of ideas and time to explore and benchmark them against other
approaches.

FORMAT:
The aim of the ‘SWAPSHOP’ is to consolidate the learning and as such will give participants an opportunity to:

• Review the key learning themes from each of the step-by-step sessions covered
• Critique these in relation to own organisational approaches
• Identify your own personal knowledge contribution
• Develop a professional external network to support the roll-out of your proposed plans

TIMETABLE:

Post-Conference Workshop:

Wednesday 14th July 2004
9.30 – 16.00

THE ENTERPRISE CONTENT 
MANAGEMENT ‘SWAPSHOP’

09.30  Registration and refreshments

09.45 Introduction to the "Swapshop" and KnowledgeWorx
Contribution© 

10.15 Session one:  ECM IN CONTEXT
Before we look at how to apply the theory of an ECM strategy, it is
important that we explore the individual needs and interpretations of
the participants. The first session will examine the key themes of the
two days of the conference and discuss how you can apply some of
the theory to your own organisation.

11.15 Coffee break

11.30 Session two:  KM AND YOU!
People are vital to the implementation process as are their attitudes
towards knowledge sharing and networking. This session will take an
in depth look at your own personal contribution to an ECM project and
how this can be improved and passed on to others within your
organisation. You will also learn how to go about building a
professional network which will provide the support you need to move

your project along in the right direction.

13.00 Networking lunch break

14.15 Session three:  COLLATION OF KEY IDEAS AND
PRACTICAL EXERCISES

During this session, the key themes of the morning will be brought
together and put to the test through a series of practical exercises, so
be prepared to participate!

15.30 Session four:  ACTION POINTS AND CONCLUSIONS
This will be a recap of the key learning points from today’s session
and will re-iterate how you can apply the theory of the last two days
of the conference to a real world scenario. On leaving, you will
possess the tools and the confidence to go back to your organisation
and implement an ECM strategy that really works!

The success of this workshop will depend on the willingness of the
participants to share their ideas with others. A range of team and
individual exercises and group discussions will be the norm – rather
than a lengthy lecture, creating a useful day of learning and FUN!



We occasionally allow reputable companies to mail details of products 
we feel may be of interest. If you do not wish to receive this service, please tick this box

Booking conditions
1.  Bookings can be submitted at any stage prior to the event, subject to availability. A limited allocation is being held and booking early is therefore

recommended. 
In the event of the booking not being accepted by Ark Group the total amount will be refunded.

2.  Payment must be received in full prior to the course.
3.  All speakers are correct at the time of printing, but are subject to variation without notice.
4.  If the delegate cancels after the booking has been accepted, the delegate will be liable to the following cancellation charges:
■ Cancellations notified over 45 days prior to the event will not incur a cancellation fee. 
■ In the event of a cancellation being between 45 and 30 days prior to the event, a 20% cancellation fee will be charged.
■ For cancellations received less than 30 days prior to the event, the full delegate rate must be paid and no refunds will be available.
5. All bookings submitted by e-mail, fax, or over the telephone are subject to these booking conditions.
6. All cancellations must be received in writing.
7. Ark Group will not be held liable for circumstances beyond their control which lead to the cancellation or variation of the programme.
8. All bookings will be charged UK VAT at the prevailing rate at the time of booking 
9. The prices quoted in Euros are the correct conversion rate at time of print

�
Marketing Dept, Ark Group, 86-88 

Upper Richmond Road, London, SW15 2UR+44 (0)20 8785 2700Fax back this form on
+44 (0)20 8785 9373 

�

4 ways to book

Hotel rooms will be available at preferential
rates on reservations made up to four
weeks prior to this event.  For more
information, please contact Gabby
Chesterman on +44 (0)20 8785 2700

Name

Delegate 1 Delegate 2 Delegate 3

Job Title

Organisation

Address

Postcode

Phone DD

Switch Board

Fax
E-mail

ENTERPRISE CONTENT MANAGEMENT
Conference: 12-13 July 2004  •  Post-conference workshop: 14 July 2004

PLEASE NOTE
arkgroup cannot be responsible for assisting potential delegates in obtaining visas to
the country in which this event is being held. Delegates are responsible for their own

travel, accommodation and visa requirements.

PLEASE COMPLETE 
IN BLOCK CAPITALS

❏ Payment enclosed

Card number

Expiry date

Cardholder’s name

Cardholder’s signature

❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏ ❏

I have read and accepted the booking conditions

Signature

❏ Two day conference only  £1195+VAT / €1780+VAT
❏ Conference plus workshop £1840+VAT / €2740+VAT 
❏ Workshop only £645+VAT / €960+VAT

How to save money on this course:
1. Book before 4 June 2004 to claim your special offer
2. Book in groups, please call for a group discount
3. Take out a subscription to ei magazine and receive a 10% discount
4. Public sector discount, please call to find out if you are eligible
Contact Kate Birinder on +44 (0)20 8785 5932

❏ Please invoice me for this event: 
Please invoice me in:  ❏ Euros ❏ Sterling

Please note: payment must be received in full prior to the event to guarantee your place Conference venue and
accommodation

Can’t make the event?
Conference documentation is available!

If you can’t take full advantage of this event,
the conference documentation gives you a
useful record of the presentations made at the
event for your reference. The set of speakers’
slides is available after the event at £250 (+
UK VAT). 

Contact: Hannah Cole  
Tel: +44 (0)20 8785 2700 
Email: hcole@ark-group.com

@
events@ark-group.com

Your ref: A
548

This conference offers solution providers with an
excellent opportunity to meet with, and showcase
your products and services to, senior level decision
makers. Ark Conferences will enable you to liaise with
current and/or potential clients to maximise your
return on investment.

If you are interested in sponsoring or exhibiting at this
conference, please contact Guy Worth on +44 (0)20
8785 5928 for further information.

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES


